Compressed sensing has motivated the development of numerous sparse approximation algorithms designed to return a solution to an underdetermined system of linear equations where the solution has the fewest number of nonzeros possible, referred to as the sparsest solution. In the compressed sensing setting, greedy sparse approximation algorithms have been observed to be both able to recovery the sparsest solution for similar problem sizes as other algorithms and to be computationally efficient; however, little theory is known for their average case behavior. We conduct a large scale empirical investigation into the behavior of three of the state of the art greedy algorithms: NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP. The investigation considers a variety of random classes of linear systems. The regions of the problem size in which each algorithm is able to reliably recovery the sparsest solution is accurately determined, and throughout this region additional performance characteristics are presented. Contrasting the recovery regions and average computational time for each algorithm we present algorithm selection maps which indicate, for each problem size, which algorithm is able to reliably recovery the sparsest vector in the least amount of time. Though no one algorithm is observed to be uniformly superior, NIHT is observed to have an advantageous balance of large recovery region, absolute recovery time, and robustness of these properties to additive noise and for a variety of problem classes. The algorithm selection maps presented here are the first of their kind for compressed sensing. Copyright c J
INTRODUCTION
Compressed sensing [1, 2] is a technique where the prior knowledge that data is compressible allows for the data to be acquired with fewer measurements than would otherwise be necessary. The resulting reduced number of measurements is proportional to the desired end compression rate and can therefore result in dramatic savings when fully measuring the data set has some significant underlying cost. In its simplest form, compressed sensing can be expressed in terms of linear algebra. Let x ∈ R n be a vector with k nonzero entries (referred to as k sparse) and let A be an m × n matrix whose m rows represent inner products used to acquire the measurements y = Ax ∈ R m . If one is willing to take a full set of m = n measurements, the vector can be acquired by measuring the entries in x directly with the n × n identity matrix (A = I) so that y = Ax = Ix = x. In contrast, if one knew before hand the location of the k nonzero entries one could simply measure those k values similarly. While one often knows a priori that a vector has few nonzeros (or few large entries), one rarely knows the location of the nonzeros requiring more than k measurements. Thus, the number of measurements, m, satisfies k < m < n.
When the location of the nonzeros is unknown one can formulate the recovery of the sparse vector x from knowledge of A and the measurements y = Ax as the combinatorial optimization problem min z∈R n z 0 subject to y = Az (1) where z 0 denotes the number of nonzeros in the vector z. A naive method for solving (1) is to begin by checking if there is a single column of A that can be used to represent y, failing this to check if there is any combination of two columns of A that can be used to represent y, and increasing the number of columns under consideration until a solution is determined. As A is underdetermined it is always possible to find a solution with m or fewer nonzeros that will satisfy (1) . Unfortunately this exhaustive search is computationally implausible for all but the smallest values of n.
Much of the development of compressed sensing has focused on the design and analysis of computationally efficient algorithms which can solve (1) . An intensively studied technique is to replace (1) by the convex relaxation of the objective min z∈R n z 1 subject to y = Az (2) in which case (2) can be recast as a linear program and solved using well developed, off-theshelf software [3, 4, 5] or algorithms more recently designed specifically for compressed sensing [6, 7, 8, 9] . The equivalence of when the solution to (2) will be identical to the solution to (1) has been fully characterized by Donoho in [10, 11] with precise sampling theorems derived. In particular for A with entries drawn Gaussian i.i.d., precise values of ρ(m/n) are derived so that for k < m · ρ(m/n) the solution to (2) will coincide with the solution to (1); moreover, when k > m · ρ(m/n) the solution to (2) is typically observed to be different from the solution to (1) . The abrupt change in the probability of recovery for an algorithm is referred to as a phase transition and the curve ρ(m/n) denoting the transition is referred to as a phase transition curve. Other notable examples of precise sampling theorems have been derived for similar formulations such as: robust variants of (1) and (2) by Xu and Hassibi [12, 13] , inclusion of nonnegativity by Donoho and Tanner [14, 15, 16] , uniqueness of solutions with bound constraints by Donoho and Tanner [17] , recovery of low rank matrices by Recht, Xu and Hassibi [18] , block sparse signals by Stojnic [19] , and equivalence to the state evolution of message passing algorithms by Donoho, Maleki, and Montanari [20, 21] . Large-scale empirical testing has shown that many of these results hold for many more matrix ensembles than the Gaussian ensemble implied by the theory [22, 23] . A second line of compressed sensing algorithm development has considered algorithms which attempt to directly solve (1) or a noise resistant extension such as 
Examples of such algorithms which have been observed to perform well in testing include Compressive Sampling Matching Pursuit (CoSaMP) [24] , Subpace Pursuit (SP) [25] , Iterative Hard Thresholding (IHT) [26] , Normalized Iterative Hard Thresholding (NIHT) [27] , and Hard Thresholding Pursuit (HTP) [28] though this list is far from exhaustive. Each of these algorithms has been analyzed using techniques such as the restricted isometry property [29] and have been proven to recover the solution to (1) for a wide class of sensing matrices A at the optimal order of m proportional to k. However, these sufficient conditions are extremely pessimistic with associated phase transitions well below observed performance [30, 31] . These algorithms employ projections via hard thresholding which sets selected coefficients to zero while leaving the remaining coefficients unchanged. We refer to this class of algorithms broadly as hard thresholding algorithms.
Unfortunately there are no precise average case characterizations for when (1) is solved by hard thresholding algorithms, with the technical difficulty being that the hard thresholding projections are not Lipshitz continuous [32] . † S y, then z = z S is a vector supported on the index set S. The pseudo code presented for the algorithms include the subroutines DetectSupport(z), returning the k largest magnitude entries in z, and Threshold(z, S), the hard thresholding operator that leaves the values in z S unchanged and sets all other values of z to zero. Details of the implementations of the algorithms and subroutines in GAGA are described in [35] . For conciseness the algorithm pseudo code omits the initialization and stopping criteria, which are stated in Alg. 6 . (optimal step size in the k-subspace T l−1 )
2: x l = x l−1 + ω l A * r l−1 (steepest descent step) 3: T l = DetectSupport(x l ) (proxy to the support set) 4: x l = Threshold(x l , T l ) (restriction to proxy support set T l ) 5 (optimal step size in the k-subspace T l−1 )
2: x l = x l−1 + ω l A * r l−1 (steepest descent step) 3: T l = DetectSupport(x l ) (proxy to the support set) 4: x l = A † T l y (projection onto the k-subspace T l ) 5: r l = y − Ax l (update the residual)
Algorithm 3 CSMPSP (CoSaMP [24] , Subspace Pursuit [25] ) Iteration: During iteration l, do 1: S l = DetectSupport(A * r l−1 ) (k columns most correlated with residual) 2: Λ l = T l−1 ∪ S l (form a larger proxy for the support set) 3: x l = A † Λ l y (projection onto the 2k-subspace Λ l ) 4: T l = DetectSupport(x l ) (proxy to the support set) 5: x l = Threshold(x l , T l ) (restriction to proxy support set T l ) 6 : r l = y − Ax l (update the residual)
Problem Class For each algorithm we conduct tests for random matrices, drawn from different ensembles, used to measure sparse vectors whose nonzeros are similarly drawn from a variety of distributions. We refer to the combination of a matrix ensemble and sparse vector ensemble as a problem class and denote it by (M at, vec) . Each algorithm is evaluated for a specific problem class by repeatedly testing different problem instances at a variety of problem sizes.
Problem Instance Let A and x be drawn from a specific problem class (M at, vec) at size (k, m, n) where the matrix A is of size m × n and the vector x has k nonzeros. We refer to a problem instance without noise as recovery of x from the pair (A, y) where y = Ax, and a problem instance with noise as recovery of a k sparse vector from the pair (A, y) where y = Ax + e with e is a normally distributed additive noise vector. When a problem class is tested for problem instances that have additive noise we denote the problem class by (M at, vec ) with e drawn from N (0, Ax 2 ).
The following paragraphs detail the matrix and sparse vector ensembles investigated in this work.
Matrix ensemble The measurement matrices are drawn from one of three matrix ensembles denoted by N (normal/Gaussian), S p (sparse), and DCT (discrete cosine transform):
• N : Gaussian matrix normalized to have expected unit Euclidean length columns, i.e. entries drawn i.i.d. from N (0, m −1 ). • S p : Sparse matrix with p nonzeros per column with support set drawn uniformly at random and nonzero values drawn uniformly at random from plus or minus p −1/2 .
• DCT : Random subsampled rows of the discrete cosine transform matrix.
The sparse matrix ensemble S p is tested primarily for p = 4 and p = 7, with S 7 having nearly as high a recovery phase transition as for larger values of p while retaining a lower computational cost. The results for S 4 are shown to illustrate that such sparse matrices have substantially lower recovery phase transitions; whereas App. F shows limited increase in the phase transition region as p is increased from 7 to 13.
Sparse vector ensembles Each vector has a support set chosen uniformly at random and the nonzero entries drawn i.i.d. from one of the following distributions denoted by B (binary), U (uniform), and N (normal):
• B: Nonzeros drawn from plus and minus one, {−1, 1}, with equal probability;
• U : Nonzeros drawn uniformly from the unit interval, U(0, 1);
• N : Nonzeros drawn from the standard normal distribution, N (0, 1).
The main findings of our empirical tests are summarized in the following section, with the remainder of the manuscript presenting a distillation of the data generated. These findings by no means exhaust the information contained in the data, nor do they answer all questions a practitioner might have. More quantitative variants of these claims are found in the sections that present the supporting evidence. The software used to conduct these tests and process the data are available at [36] , written with the aim that interested parties can easily generate different data and easily process it in order to address other questions.
Main Findings
The following six claims summarize the more detailed observations in Sections 3 and 4. While Claims 1 and 4 are minor extensions and reinforcement for similar claims from previous work, the remaining claims offer new insight in the behavior of the algorithms across a wide range of problem instances.
Claim 1 (Recovery regions: sparse binary vectors without noise) For problem classes (M at, B) with M at ∈ {N , S 4 , S 7 , DCT } and problem instances drawn without noise, the recovery phase transitions for NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP increasingly approach one another for m n, with the exception of CSMPSP for (DCT, B) where a substantially lower phase transition is observed. For ratios of m/n approaching one CSMPSP has a phase transition that is substantially higher for problem classes (N , B) and (S 7 , B) and a modestly higher phase transition for (DCT, B); NIHT and HTP are observed to have recovery regions similar to each other. transition in less time than can HTP or CSMPSP. NIHT is typically able to recover problems from the class (N , B) for m n in less time than HTP and CSMPSP; however, for m/n approaching one CSMPSP is preferable due to a substantially higher phase transition. CSMPSP is able to recover problems from the class (S p , B) for p = 4 and p = 7 in less time than can NIHT and HTP.
Claim 3 (Algorithm variability: binary vectors without noise) For each of NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP, at any (k, m, n) with m and n fixed, once k/m decreases below the recovery phase transition curve, the following algorithm properties are highly concentrated about their mean: the fraction of true positives of the support set recovered, number of iterations to recovery, and asymptotic convergence rate.
Claim 4 (Recovery regions: alternate vector ensembles) For NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP with M at ∈ {N , S 4 , S 7 , DCT }, the recovery phase transition for (M at, B) is below those of problem classes (M at, U ) and (M at, N ). This behavior extends to problem instances with noise, where the phase transitions for problem classes (M at, U ) and (M at, N ) are substantially higher than the phase transitions for the problem class (M at, B ) for m < n/2.
Claim 5 (Algorithm recovery: effects of moderate noise ( = 1/10)) For m n, the recovery phase transitions for algorithms NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP decrease insubstantially for moderate levels of noise, , across all problem classes (M at, vec) with M at ∈ {N , S 4 , S 7 , DCT } and vec ∈ {B, U, N }. The phase transition curves for problem classes (M at, B ) and (M at, B) are similar throughout the phase space. For vec ∈ {U, N }, the gap between the phase transition curves for (M at, vec ) and (M at, vec) grows significantly as m/n approaches one.
Claim 6 (Algorithm selection: all vector ensembles with moderate noise ( = 1/10)) Across all problem classes contaminated by moderate noise ( = 1/10), (M at, vec ) with M at ∈ {N , S 4 , S 7 , DCT } and vec ∈ {B, U, N }, NIHT recovers vectors in less time than HTP or CSMPSP throughout the overwhelming majority of the phase space. Moreover, when NIHT is not the fastest algorithm and m < n/2, NIHT never requires more than twice the time of HTP or CSMPSP.
Claims 1-6 are informed by the totality of the data generated by the testing including the formal observations, figures, and tables presented in Secs. 3-4, and Apps. A-F.
Outline
The manuscript is organized as follows. Sec. 2 describes the experimental setup including: algorithm initialization, termination conditions, data fitting techniques, as well as the size and number of problem classes tested. Sec. 3 presents the data for the problem class (M at, B) for M at ∈ {N , S p , DCT } for p = 4 and p = 7, with recovery phase transitions presented, including: regions of high probability of recovery, average time for recovery, algorithm selection maps, and the variance of these and other performance properties of NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP. Sec. 4 presents a similar analysis as in Sec. 3, extended to show how the algorithm properties change with the introduction of moderate values of noise ( = 1/10), Sec. 4.1, and for vector ensembles U and N , Sec. 4.2. Sec. 5 outlines future extensions.
Only a small portion of the algorithm performance data calculated as described in Sec. 2 is presented in the main body of the manuscript. Extensive appendices present additional aspects of the data, further bolstering the claims and observations from the main body of the manuscript. App. A presents recovery phase transition curves for (M at, B) with M at ∈ {N , S p , DCT } for p = 4 and p = 7 at smaller problem sizes than presented in Sec. 3; this data shows the convergence of the recovery phase transition curves as n increases. App. B presents algorithm selection maps for (M at, B) with M at ∈ {N , S 7 , DCT } for smaller values of n than those presented in Sec. 3, as well as algorithm selection maps and relative timing information for (S 4 , B). These results show that the algorithm selection maps presented in Sec. 3 are consistent across problem sizes and for (S p , B) for smaller values of p. App. C presents the recovery phase transitions for (M at, vec) with M at ∈ {N , S p , DCT } with p = 4 and p = 7 and vec ∈ {B, U, N, B , U , N } with = 1/10 where each plot considers a single problem class and each of the algorithms NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP.
App. D presents the ratio of the minimum average time over the average time for each of the algorithms NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP for problem classes (M at, vec) for M at ∈ {N , S 7 , DCT } and vec ∈ {U , N } for = 1/10. The plots in App. D can be interpreted as algorithm selection maps when the measurements have moderate levels of additive noise. App. E presents recovery phase transitions with each plot considering a single algorithm and matrix ensemble but three values of vec ∈ {B , U , N }; plots are shown for each combination of algorithms NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP, matrix ensembles M at ∈ {N , S 4 , DCT } and for both = 0 and = 1/10. App. F presents recovery phase transitions for (S p , vec) for p = 4, 7, and 13, for each of vec ∈ {B, U, N, B , U , N } with = 1/10. These plots show that the gap between the recovery phase transition curves for p = 13 and p = 7 is much smaller than the gap between p = 7 and p = 4; this and other data, informed the focus in the main body of the manuscript on p = 7 for M at = S p .
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This manuscript describes the average case behavior of five hard thresholding algorithms with an emphasis on the following three algorithms: NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP whose pseudo code are stated in Alg. 1-3. For completeness, where appropriate, we include in our comparison the behavior of two even simpler, though often less efficient, algorithms: IHT [26] , Alg. 4, which is the precursor to NIHT differing by the use of a fixed step size, and Hard Thresholding [37] , Alg.5, which corresponds to one step of HTP initialized with a starting vector of all zeros.
Algorithm 4 IHT (Iterative Hard Thresholding [26])
Iteration: During iteration l, do
(proxy to the support set) 3:
(restriction to proxy support set T l ) 4: r l = y − Ax l (update the residual)
Algorithm 5 Hard Thresholding Approximation: Initialization and Initial Support Detection
(proxy to the support set)
Each of the five hard thresholding algorithms discussed take as their arguments the measurements, y, the matrix by which the measurements were acquired, A, and the sparsity level k. With the exception of Alg. 5, each algorithm is initialized using Alg. 6 and continues iterating until one of the following stopping criteria are met:
• the residual is small: r l 2 < .001 · m n ;
• a maximum number of iterations has been met: 5000 for Alg. 1 and Alg. 4 and a maximum number of 300 iterations for Alg. 2 and Alg. 3;
• the residual has failed to change significantly in 16 iterations:
r l−j+1 2 − r l−j 2 ≤ 10 −6 ;
• after many iterations, the convergence rate is close to one: let c = 700 for Alg. When any one of the stopping criteria are met at iteration l, the algorithm terminates and returns the k sparse approximation x l which we denote byx.
There are two distinct analysis frameworks used to interpret the data generated from the empirical testing. In Sec. 3, the analysis focuses on extensive testing of the problem classes (M at, B) for M at ∈ {N , S p , DCT }. As stated in Claim 4 and in previous studies [33, 34] , the random vector ensemble vec = B has the lowest recovery phase transition for hard thresholding algorithms. In this noise free setting, we perform extensive testing for many values of n in order to provide insight into dependence on the problem size n. This testing is detailed in Sec. 2.1. Sec. 4 provides an analysis of testing conducted on all problem classes (M at, vec) and (M at, vec ); here a single value of n is tested per problem class and there is a relaxation in the definition of successful recovery as described in Sec. 2.2. Details of all tests and the distinctions between the testing conducted in Secs. 3 and 4 are outlined in the following subsections.
Testing and analysis of problem class (M at, B) without noise
The data supporting the three main findings for the algorithm behavior on problem class (M at, B) without noise, Claims 1-3, are generated from problem instances when the problem sizes (k, m, n) tested are selected to best explore each of the properties under consideration. Determining the recovery phase transition behavior underlying Claim 1 is best resolved by focusing the tests near the phase transition. Determining the average time for each algorithm in the region where they are able to recover the measured sparse vector, which informs Claim 2, requires testing throughout their recovery region. The aforementioned tests can provide a wealth of other information about the tested algorithms throughout their recovery regions, such as the mean and standard deviation of: the fraction of true positives of the recovered vector, the number of iterations, and the asymptotic convergence rates. To more concisely convey the data establishing claim 3 we conduct greater numbers of tests for a few selective values of (k, m, n) in the union of the algorithms' recovery region.
Determination of average case phase transitions for various problem classes The following tests are conducted to identify the average case recovery phase transition for various (M at, B) problem classes. The measured vector x from a randomly drawn problem instance from the problem class is considered to be successfully recovered if the algorithm returns the approximationx which differs from x by no more than 10 −3 in any component:
Tests are conducted for the values of n that increase by a factor of 4 from: The above experimental setup includes testing more than 15,000 problem instances for each algorithm, each problem class, and each value of n. To present this data as concisely as possible, for each m, n pair, we compute a logistic regression of the datâ
where the fit parameters b 0 and b 1 are calculated to minimize Determination of algorithm timing and other behavior in recovery region The behavior of the hard thresholding algorithms is explored over the entire (k, m, n) region for the same algorithms, problem classes, and m, n pairs as described for the phase transition evaluation. However, as opposed to the previous focus of k near the phase transition, for each (k, m, n) triple, ten problem instances are tested with k = jm/50 beginning with j = 1 and increasing until the algorithm fails to successfully recover the measured k sparse vector in each of the ten problem instances at that value of (k, m, n). The algorithm run time data generated from these tests are used to determine an algorithm selection map where for each (k, m, n) tested we indicate the algorithm which is able to reliably recover the measured sparse vectors with the least run time, see Fig. 2 . The data generated includes: relative errors in multiple norms, average time per iteration, average total time, number of iterations, average convergence rate, and true/false support set discovery rates.
The focus of this manuscript is on providing practical information about which algorithm is able to reliably recover the measured sparse vector in the least amount of time, and to present this data throughout the (k, m, n) parameter space. The average recovery time is presented for each n using the axis of phase transition diagrams m/n vs k/m. Fig. 2 presents algorithm selection maps for (M at, B) for M at = DCT with n = 2 20 , M at = N with n = 2 14 , and M at = S 7 with n = 2 18 respectively, where the algorithm with the least average recovery time is indicated for each (k, m, n), as well as a plot of the absolute times for the fastest algorithm; Figs. 3, 4, and 5 present accompanying ratios of the average recover time for each algorithm over the least average time. Figures 20, 21 , and 24 present algorithm selection maps with smaller values of n for the same problem classes and algorithms.
Variance of algorithm behavior The data generated from the testing described in the prior paragraph can be used to display numerous properties of an algorithm's behavior. For conciseness we limit our display of the non-timing data for a few representative problem sizes (k, m, n). For each problem class (M at, B) with M at ∈ (N , S 7 , DCT ) we conduct tests for NIHT, HTP. and CSMPSP with n selected as 2 12 for M at = N , n = 2 16 for M at = S 7 , and n = 2 18 for M at = DCT . In each case five values of m are selected so that m/n is the value of (5) that is nearest to {1/100, 1/20, 1/10, 3/10, 3/5}. For each m, n pair, approximately one thousand problem instances were tested for each of three values of k selected so that k = c · ρ (M at,B) (m/n) for c = {1/2, 3/4, 9/10} where ρ (M at,B) (m/n) is the maximum of the 50% level curves of the logistic regression fit of the recovery probability from the three algorithm's previously generated data. For each of NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP the following data is presented in Tabs. I, II, and III for M at = N , M at = DCT , and M at = S 7 respectively: #success, #trials, as well as the average and standard deviation of the fraction of the true support set contained in the support set of the recovered vector, the recovery time, number of iterations, and convergence rate.
Testing and analysis of problem classes both with and without noise
While the discussion in Sec. 2.1 and the data presented in Sec. 3 focus on the binary vector ensemble B at many values of n, the data generated for Sec. 4 considers the problem classes (M at, vec) for vec ∈ {B, U, N, B , U , N } for a single value of n per problem class. For M at ∈ {S 4 , S 7 , DCT } we fix n = 2 17 and for M at = N we fix n = 2 13 . While the analysis remains the same as described in the Sec. 2.1, the main change is an alternate definition of successful recovery. For vec ∈ {U, N }, there is a positive probability nonzero entries of the vector x will take values below the success criteria defined by (4) . Similarly for problem classes (M at, vec ), even when the support set of the vector x is known a priori the noise will introduce errors proportional to the noise level . Therefore, the measured vector x from a randomly drawn problem instance from the problem classes (M at, vec) with vec ∈ {B, U, N, B , U , N } is considered to be successfully recovered if the relative 2 error is no greater than 10 −3 plus a constant multiple of the noise level :
where 2 was observed to most accurately identify correct support set identification for (M at, B).
Notice that this analysis uses the relative 2 norm even in the noise free case where = 0. All data displayed in Sec. 4 utilize (8) . When comparing figures and data from Secs. 3 and 4 it is clear that defining success via (4) or (8) results in very similar phase transition curves ρ alg (M at,B) (m/n). It is important to note that this difference in the definition of success has no impact on algorithms during the recovery process; determining success is solely an aspect of the analysis and display of the output from the algorithms.
For ease of comparison, a second change to the presentation of results in Sec. 4 is the determination of problem instances (k, m, n) for the tabular data detailing the variance of the algorithms; the dimensions of the problem size, (k, m, n), are selected to match those in Tabs. I-III. In this way, one can directly compare the impact of noise on the algorithms for a fixed set of problems. The only change to the information in the table is again the definition of successful recovery where (8) is used in Tabs. IV-VI while (4) is used in Tabs. I-III.
ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE FOR PROBLEM CLASS (M at, B)
This section presents and analyzes the main features of the data from the testing of problem classes (M at, B) for M at ∈ {N , S 7 , DCT } and the five hard thresholding algorithms Thresholding, IHT, NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP. Focus on the sparse signed vector ensemble B is due to both it being the vector ensemble with the lowest recovery phase transition, see [33, 34] and Claim 4, and due to the ease by which one can certify identification of the support set. The majority of the results shown are given as figures in order to provide as concise as possible a presentation of the large data set collected. The plots all have the undersampling ratio m/n as the horizontal axis and the oversampling ratio k/m as the vertical axis; this is consistent with earlier presentation of similar compressed sensing studies [38, 30, 22, 33, 34] and with theoretical sampling theorems [39] . 3.1. Regions of high probability of recovery for (M at, B)
Rather than presenting the success probability directly for relatively few values of (k, m, n), testing is conducted for 30 values of δ in (5), and for each m, n pair, ten tests are performed for each of approximately 50 values of k across the success phase transition region. The diversity of the values of (k, m, n) tested give a broad sampling of the parameter space, but the resulting probability has less resolution for each (k, m, n) tested resulting in a noisy appearance if displayed directly. For each m, n pair the success probability is fit using logistic regression (6) and level curves of the logit fit are shown. Fig. 1 presents the 50% recovery level curves for each of the problem classes (M at, B) at the largest value of n tested; curves are shown for algorithms Thresholding, NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP. The recovery curves for IHT are observed to be at or below those for NIHT in all instances and are not displayed in Fig. 1 . Figs. 16-19 present the 50% logistic regression fit for the smaller values of n tested, as well as the gap between the 10% and 90% logistic regression. Thresholding is observed to have a substantially lower recovery phase transition than do the iterative hard thresholding algorithms; this feature is exacerbated as n is increased. In fact, for any fixed δ ∈ (0, 1), the phase transition for hard thresholding converges pointwise to zero at the rate 1/ log(n) [37] . In contrast the phase transitions for IHT, NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP concentrate with increasing n to values near those shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 1.) Observation 3.1.2 For the problem classes (N , B) and (S p , B) for p = 4 and p = 7, CSMPSP has a recovery phase transition that is above NIHT, whose phase transition is above HTP. Within each problem class, as m/n approaches zero the phase transitions of these three algorithms approach one another. As m/n approaches one the phase transitions for CSMPSP becomes more than twice those of NIHT and HTP. (See Fig. 1.) Similar recovery phase transition studies to those shown in Fig. 1 were conducted in [33, 34, 23] . Quantifying and comparing the recovery phase transition curves for algorithms is of primary importance for their application as it indicates the problem sizes (k, m, n) where the algorithm will return the measured vector. Obs. 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 highlight instances where the phase transitions are substantially different, indicating problem sizes where only one algorithm is able to reliably recovery the measured vector. However, these observations also highlight problem sizes in which multiple algorithms are able to recover the measured sparse vector, in particular, as m/n approaches zero, the region of greatest practical interest for compressed sensing as this region corresponds to the most substantial undersampling. In regions where more than one algorithm is able to reliably recover the measured vector, further information is needed in order to determine which algorithm to select. To provide this additional information, this manuscript focuses on the average recovery time of the algorithms.
Average time for recovery and algorithm selection maps
Figs. 2 and 20-24 present timing information for IHT, NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP for problem classes (M at, B) with M at ∈ {N , S p , DCT } for p = 4 and p = 7. The average recovery time for each algorithm is recorded for each (k, m, n) where an algorithm's average error satisfies
x − x ∞ < 1/100; for each such (k, m, n) the minimum of these average times is displayed, see Figs. 2 and 3-5. Accompanying each such minimum time plot is an algorithm selection map which indicates the algorithm whose minimum recovery time is shown in the plot at a given (k, m, n); consequently, the algorithm selection map indicates which algorithm is recommended at that particular value of (k, m, n). Fig. 2 displays the algorithm selection maps for the largest value of n tested for each of the problem classes (M at, B) with M at ∈ {N , S 7 , DCT }; algorithm selection maps for these problem classes and smaller values of n are displayed in Figs. 20-24, including also (S 4 , B).
For problem classes (DCT, B), (N , B), and (S 7 , B), Figs. 3-5 respectively display the accompanying ratio of the average recovery time for each algorithm divided by the minimum recovery time. These plots highlight how much slower algorithms are that did not have the minimum time, in some instances showing that multiple algorithms have very comparable execution times and regions where some algorithms are substantially slower than the fastest algorithm. transition, but even there NIHT is able to reliably recover the measured vector with n = 2 20 in, on average, under 250ms. is marked, NIHT typically requires about 40% more time due to calculating the step size, whereas IHT is using the fixed step size µ = 0.65 advocated in [33] . 14 in less than 500ms in regions where these algorithms are reliably able to recover the measured vector.
Observation 3.2.3
For the problem class (S p , B) with p = 4 and p = 7 the algorithms show two recovery regions. CSMPSP has a substantially higher phase transition than the other algorithms, particularly as m/n approaches one. CSMPSP has the least recovery time, or within a small multiple, throughout its recovery region. NIHT has a modestly smaller recovery time than CSMPSP in the majority of its recovery region, with HTP having the least recovery time for the smallest value of k/m. (See with average recovery times for problems of size n = 2 18 in under 400ms. Increasing p from 4 to 7 causes a notable rise in the recovery region for NIHT, in which it has approximately the same recovery time as CSMPSP for (k, m, n) modestly below the recovery phase transition of NIHT.
Variance of algorithm recovery behavior
Within each problem class (M at, B) for M at ∈ {N , S p , DCT }, both the region of recovery and the average time for recovery of NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP show little variability for (k, m, n) fixed once n is large. The low variability is most readily apparent by testing the algorithms for 12 . For each m, n pair approximately one thousand problem instances were tested for each of three values of k selected so that k = c · ρ (M at,B) (m/n) for c = {1/2, 3/4, 9/10} where ρ (M at,B) (m/n) is the maximum of the 50% level curves of the logistic regression fit of the recovery probability from the previously generated data. These three values of k are selected as illustrative of the algorithm behavior in regions where at least one of the algorithms is able to reliably recover the measured vector. In particular, for m, n fixed, variability decreases as k decreases. The low variance of the algorithm characteristics in regions where they recover the measured vector allow for highly reliable conclusions to be drawn on the performance of the tested hard thresholding algorithms in their regions of applicability. This consistent behavior is an important aspect of the reliability of the claims and observations in this manuscript. Moreover, they inform a practitioner that the algorithm can be expected to perform consistently for problem instances from the same class and similar problem sizes. 
ADDITIONAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSES
The superiority of NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP when compared to IHT and Hard Thresholding, for the problem class (M at, B), is evident in Sec. 3. This section focuses exclusively on these three algorithms and expands the problem classes from (M at, B) to (M at, vec) with vec ∈ {B, U, N, B , U , N }. Sec. 4.1 continues the focus on the vector ensemble B as in Sec. 3 while considering the effects of noise by studying problem classes (M at, B) and (M at, B ). Sec. 4.2 extends the analysis further to the vector ensembles {U, N, U , N }. Recall from Sec. 2.2 that the analysis throughout this section considers a slightly relaxed definition of success than was considered in the previous section. For M at ∈ {S p , DCT }, the tests are conducted with n = 2 17 while n = 2 13 for M at = N . While various other noise levels were tested, this manuscript studies the moderate noise level = 0.1 as representative of the impact on the algorithms of non adversarial, additive noise.
Performance Analysis in the Presence of Noise
In this section we study the effect of noise on the greedy algorithms by studying the problem classes (M at, B) and (M at, B ) for all matrix ensembles. As detailed in Sec. 2.2 the algorithms attempt to find the vector x from the information y = Ax + e where e is drawn from N (0, Ax 2 ). For vector This section performs a parallel analysis to that in Sec. 3 by describing the effect of noise on the region of successful recovery, the effect of noise on selecting an algorithm in the recovery region, and the variance of descriptive performance characteristics for the algorithms. 1 describes what is commonly referred to as a "stability to noise" of the recovery phase transition. Each of these algorithms has a theoretical sufficient condition based on the restricted isometry property which guarantees the recovery error is bounded by a factor scaling with the noise level . While these sufficient conditions are incredibly pessimistic [30, 31] , Obs. 4.1.1 demonstrates all three algorithms' recovery errors are proportional to the noise level in the majority of problem instances within the noiseless recovery region. Fig. 8.) As the recovery phase transition curves for (M at, B ) track closely with the related recovery phase transition from (M at, B), the relative positioning of the moderate noise recovery phase transitions remain the same as the noise free case. Observation 4.1.2 states that the regions of successful recovery share the same inclusion relationships both with and without noise. This is the type of recovery phase transition information has been reported in previous work. Here we observe that though the relationships between the recovery regions change little with the inclusion of moderate noise, the noise has a profound effect on the relationships of other performance characteristics of these algorithms. Observation 4.1.3 states that, in terms of average recovery time, the projection based methods HTP and CSMPSP are more significantly degraded than is the steepest descent based method NIHT. The ratios of recovery times from Figs. 10-12 show ratios of HTP and CSMPSP to NIHT regularly exceeding 10. the recovery times have a variance less than 3.4% of the mean recovery time. Similar observations, such as iterations for the same problem instance, can be drawn from Tables. IV-VI. This is summarized in the following observation. 
Performance Analysis on Other Vector Distributions
The empirical investigation now expands to include the sparse vector ensembles {B, U, N, B , U , N }. For this set of vector ensembles, an analysis similar to that performed in Secs. 3 and 4.1 will produce recovery phase transitions, algorithm selection maps, ratios of recovery time to the fastest algorithm, and information about the concentration of performance characteristics for the algorithms. The total combinations result in more information than can be readily presented in a single article. Here we present seven observations which highlight several findings which may be significant when selecting a recovery algorithm. There have been several cases [32, 33, 34] where it has been shown that of all problem classes (N , vec), vec = B is the most challenging vector ensemble for greedy algorithms. Observation 4.2.7 supports these claims while extending them to the matrix ensembles S p and DCT and to the setting of noisy measurements vec ∈ {B , U , N }. Figure 15 depicts this behavior with matrix ensemble S 7 where the recovery phase transition curves for NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP are plotted for vec taking all values {B, U, N } or {B , U , N } for each algorithm. Figures 36-38 depict this behavior for the remaining matrix ensembles.
CONCLUSION
In compressed sensing one seeks to identify both a measurement process of a k sparse vector that requires very few measurements and a computationally efficient recovery algorithm which will identify the measured vector. In this paper, previous empirical studies identifying the recovery regions for a particular problem class have been extended to include alternate vector ensembles and the effects of noise. As the problem instances approach the recovery phase transition curve, the convergence of the iterative algorithms can be arbitrarily slow. Therefore, a practitioner needs to identify the number of measurements required to push the ratio k/m into the algorithms' recovery regions. Often, this results in a problem size where multiple algorithms will reliably return the correct solution. This paper focuses on distinguishing the performance of the algorithms, particularly in the regions where multiple algorithms typically succeed. The algorithm selection maps included in this paper inform practitioners and theorists of the algorithm that is able to reliably recover the measured vector in the least computation time. Furthermore, the concentration of performance characteristics for each algorithm tells practitioners that an algorithm will have consistent, predictable behavior and provides a foundation for the observations and claims made by this article. This manuscript is quantitative where precise statements provide valuable information and is qualitative for statements where further precision is of limited value. Highly quantitative statements can be readily obtained by performing a large number of tests for a given problem instance, and the software, GAGA [36] , is designed to handle such large-scale testing. However, many of the most interesting observations in this paper would not be substantially more informative when made more quantitative. The algorithm selection maps identify the fastest algorithm and the associated recovery time ratios provide a general idea of how each algorithm compares to the fastest; a precise identification of this ratio is of secondary importance. Claims 1-6 provide a general summary of the substantial amount of data contained in this manuscript. These claims are informed by the more specific observations from Secs. 3-4 and Apps. A-F. Conducting additional performance comparisons for other algorithms and formally testing hypotheses regarding algorithm behavior can be readily accomplished using GAGA [35, 36] and is slated for future work. Figure 15 . 50% recovery probability logistic regression curves for M at = S 7 with n = 2 17 and for each vec ∈ {B, U, N } for (a) NIHT, (c) HTP, and (e) CSMPSP, and for each vec ∈ {B , U , N } with = 1/10 for (b) NIHT, (e) HTP, and (f) CSMPSP.
A. CONCENTRATION OF RECOVERY PHASE TRANSITIONS FOR (M at, B)
Sec. 3.1 discusses the recovery phase transitions of the problem classes (M at, B) for M at ∈ {N , Sp, DCT } with p = 4 and 7, but only presents data for a single value of n per problem class. This appendix includes further data on the recovery phase transition curves for this problem class at smaller values of n and including the algorithm IHT. Along with presenting the 50% recovery phase transitions in the left panels of each figure, the right panels include the gap between the 10% and 90% recovery curves of the logistic regressions. The plots show quantitative convergence of the recovery phase transitions toward those shown in Fig. 1 . Gap between 10% and 90% success for CSMPSP for (S 4 ,B) Figure 18 . Left panels: 50% recovery probability logistic regression curves for (S 4 , B) and n = 2 j with j = 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Right panels: gap between 10% and 90% recovery probability curves. Results shown for the algorithms: IHT (a-b), NIHT (c-d), HTP (e-f), and CSMPSP (g-h).
following observation is useful when interpreting the data presented in Figures 26-29 and is explicitly invoked in Obs. 4.2.3 and 4.2.7.
Observation C.1 For the problem class (M at, vec) with M at ∈ {N , Sp, DCT } and vec ∈ {U, N }, the phase transition region for each algorithm can be much wider than observed for vec = B. In some cases, the phase transition region is large enough to cause ρ 
(δ), the addition of moderate levels of noise ( = 1/10)) forces the recovery phase transition curves for problem classes (M at, vec), M at ∈ {Sp, N } and vec ∈ {U , N } to fall below the related curves for vector ensemble B as m/n approaches one.
F. ROLE OF NONZEROS PER COLUMN ON PROBLEM CLASSES (S p , vec)
This appendix briefly investigates the role of the number of nonzeros per column in the sparse matrix ensemble Sp. For computational reasons, using very few nonzeros per column provides a relatively fast This data supports our focus on S 7 while also demonstrating that very few nonzeros per column p = 4 can still lead to a reasonably sized recovery region.
Observation F.1 For problem classes (Sp, vec) with vec ∈ {B, U, N, B , U , N } increasing the number of nonzeros per column from p = 4 to p = 7 increases the area of the recovery phase transition curve for NIHT, HTP, and CSMPSP from between 8% and 17%; in contrast, further increasing the number of nonzeros per column from p = 7 to p = 13 never increases the area of the recovery phase transition by more than 3%. . 50% recovery probability logistic regression curves for M at = Sp with n = 2 17 and for p = 4, 7, and 13 in each plot. Left, center, and right panels are vec = B , vec = U , and vec = N respectively with = 1/10. Algorithms: NIHT (a-c), HTP (d-f), and CSMPSP (g-i).
